VEHICLE SIGNAGE GUIDE

VEHICLE SIGNAGE & WRAPS
Design & Apply sets the standards of Perth’s
vehicle signage and wrapping solutions.
With countless clients throughout Perth and surrounding
areas, the team has developed a strong reputation for
consistently delivering on three key principles: high-quality,
attention to detail, and reliability.
From logos and spot graphics to full vehicle wraps, Design
& Apply’s specialty lies within vehicle signage design and
installation. Design & Apply’s unique vehicle signage and
wraps will transform your company’s vehicle into a moving
billboard that will connect with customers in a way that no
other marketing medium can achieve.
Design & Apply makes it our mission to take customers from
concept to completion. Prior to instillation, our graphic design
department works closely with clients to ensure that each
design is perfect before we produce the signage in-house.
We pride ourselves on bringing your ideas to life and making
each design as perfect as possible!
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ONE WAY VISION
Make the most out of your vehicles’ space with
one-way vision signage for your company.

FROM $300
One-way vision ensures that you don’t let any advertising
space go to waste - and the results are spectacular!
One-way vision can allow you to achieve the maximum
usage out of your company vehicle. With full window
coverage using a stunning full-colour one-way vision
print, you can utilise one of the most noticeable parts
of your vehicle.

“I was so happy with the service I received.
My thoughts about the design I was after was
described to Dean, within days I had an email of
exactly what I was looking for; I could not believe
that he had captured my idea so perfectly. I was
so happy with the end result.”
CHRISTMAS PRESENCE
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SPOT GRAPHICS
For cost-efficient vehicle signage, spot graphics
can offer rewarding solutions for your brand.

FROM $300 - $500
Spot graphics can offer many rewarding solutions that deliver
observers with enough branding and information necessary
to identify and contact your business.
By selecting the necessary specifics, such as your business
contact details, logo, or slogan, you can address exactly what
it is that your customers are looking for. Spot graphics can
provide the exact solution some businesses require due
to its simplicity and cost-effectiveness.

Design Concepts

$99

“Design & Apply’s workmanship is second to none! He recently
completed the printing and application of our business logo/
artwork, on our much loved classic VW Beetle. We could not be
happier with the way it has come up. Not only is his workmanship
immaculate, Dean is an all-round great guy to deal with, runs a
prompt service and was able to come to us to complete the work.”
LOVE CAR AUSTRALIA
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SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS
For those that want a significant amount of vehicle
signage whilst still keeping relatively minimal.

FROM $500 - $1500
Spot+ Graphics is the most popular form of commercial vehicle
signage, and is best suited for those that want to have a
significant amount of vehicle signage whilst still keeping the
design relatively minimal.
Spot+ Graphics allows for large amounts of information to
be placed around the vehicle body. But, most importantly, it
allows for significant amounts of branding insignia.

Design Concepts

$99

“Design & Apply offers a friendly and professional
service. We were impressed as Dean not only
provided us with the goods we asked for, but also
offered helpful suggestions. Design & Apply will
be our first call for our next signage requirement.
We would happily recommend Design & Apply.”
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE SOLUTIONS
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PARTIAL WRAP
Partial wraps offer mindfulness in great brand
exposure by covering a large portion of your vehicle.

FROM $1500 - $3000
Partial wraps offer mindfulness in great brand exposure by
covering a large portion of your vehicle in your company
branding. A partial wrap offers many of the great benefits
that businesses requires when they wish to make a strong
statement with their vehicle signage.
Partial Wraps extend the design possibilities to the next
level - by allowing the entire vehicle to become a show piece
for your business.

Design Concepts

$198

“Design & Apply has completed signage on two
trucks for our business. His prompt and professional
service is outstanding! Thank you!”
WA SWEEPING
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FULL WRAP
With limitless branding possibilities, a full wrap
gives you the chance to really stand out on the road.

FROM $3000+
Transform your company vehicle with a full body wrap to
make the most out of your signage solutions. With limitless
branding and appearance possibilities, a full wrap gives you
the chance to really stand out on the road.
Whether it be a colour-change wrap or a full-body design,
Design & Apply will always ensure your vehicle is unique and
instantly identifiable.

Design Concepts

$198

“We worked with Design & Apply to have our catering
van wrapped. They were professional and very helpful
throughout the process, and took the time to ensure the
signage we chose was perfect in design and execution.
I would thoroughly recommend Dean and his
incredible team to anyone I can!”
1905 CATERING
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How should I prepare my vehicle?
Should I wash my vehicle beforehand?
All vehicles should be free of dust, mud, pollen and any other residues
that may slow down the installation process. Your vehicle should be
washed and cleaned before application, but not waxed.

FAQ & PROCESS

What should I look out for before wrapping?
What if my vehicle has defects?

From design to install, we’ve got you covered every step of the way.

How long will the wrapping process take?
How long will you have my car for?
Generally, the process from concept to completion would be 1-2 weeks.
The initial stages of the process rely on the concept for the visual look of
the vehicle. This stage is taken on by our in-house design department,
and can vary depending on how much input and direction is needed.
Once finalised, the production stage is entered, taking up to 2 days.
Installation is then carried out, where we would generally need your
vehicle for the whole day. Depending on the size and complexity of the
project we may require it for more than one day.

Please note that any application of spot graphics or vehicle wrap
will not hide any defects currently positioned on your vehicle. Before
handing over to us, make sure that the paint of your vehicle is in
good condition and shows no signs of loose or flaking paint. As the
wrap will not hide any flaws currently on the vehicle, defects such as
stone chips, scratches, rust, dents, and paint suffering from oxidation
should be rectified before any sort of vinyl application.

Will the wrap affect the paint on my car?
Will it cause any damage?
No! In fact, the paint under any wrap will be protected from any
harsh UV rays, exposure to the elements, minor abrasions and small
stone chips. Any vinyl applied can also be removed after a period
of time, leaving the original paintwork in the same condition it was
before it was covered. However, we can not guarantee that every
paint job will act the same.

What kinds of vehicles can you wrap?
Will you wrap larger vehicles?

How long will the wrap last on my car?
Is it permanent?

If it rolls or floats - we can wrap it! The printing process and technology
we use gives us the ability to wrap all different sizes of vehicles. This
can range from small vans, to larger trucks, to even construction
machinery. We will work together with you to figure out the best
wrap application to showcase your business in the finest way, using
industry certified installation techniques.

At Design and Apply, we exclusively use premium automotive films
from Avery, 3M and Arlon. Each material is backed with a proven
manufacturer warranty. The premium vinyls we use have on average
a 5 year warranty on vertical surfaces, however you can extend the
life of your vinyl wrap through hand washing and storing your car in a
garage out of the elements as prolonged exposure to sun and rain is
harmful to the vinyl over time, just as it is to paintwork.

What parts of the car can be wrapped?
What materials do you use?

Do you design the visuals for the vehicle?
Can you utilise my existing logo?

Technically, almost any part of the car can be wrapped. This includes
the full body of the car, the bonnet, and the roof of the vehicle.
This is visually outlined within the previous pages of this booklet,
throughout the various applications we can apply. We always use
premium automotive wrapping films from 3M, Avery and Arlon for
our projects, as we have a sound knowledge of the characteristics
of the materials.
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Yes! If you have an existing logo, assets, and an idea of how you would
like your graphics to look like, our in-house design department will
create some concepts within your budget, based upon one of our vehicle
signage categories. Our personalised vehicle design concepts are priced
from $99 -$198. This allows us to put in the necessary time, as the design
process involves several stages and revisions to ensure that you are happy
with the design before we move the job into the production stage.

HOW DO I GET STARTED?
DESIGN

Our goals are simple: high-quality, attention to detail, and reliability.

First, you will be paired with our
in-house design department who,
based on your brief, will create up
to 3 vehicle conepts to determine
the style, colour and elements to
best represent your vision/brand.
Our personalised vehicle design
concepts are priced from $99 - $198.

Get in contact with us
You can reach out to us by phone, throughout our website or by scheduling
an appointment with us. Contact details can be found throughout this
brochure and within our website, designandapply.com.au.

REVISE
Collaboration with your designer
will take place to ensure you are
satisfied visually. We allow up to
three revisions, however, we usually
hit the mark on the first try. Our inhouse design team is here to help
you make your vision a reality.

We’ll send you a questionnaire
Once you’ve paid for your chosen artwork option, we’ll send you a
questionnaire outlining the finer details of your design, including any text that
needs to be applied to the vehicle, such as contact details or service points.

We will begin artwork

PRINT

You will be paired with our in-house design department who, using your
specifications and ideas, will create up to 3 design concepts to determine
the style, colour and elements to best represent your vision/brand.

Once approved, your design will
then be moved into production.
We’ll then get in touch to schedule
your install and begin producing
your signage using the highest
quality vinyl and printers available
in the industry.

What do you need from me?

INSTALL
Your design will then be applied by
our team of certified installers within
our dedicated vehicle wrapping
workshop. We typically require your
vehicle for just 1 day, but depending
on the size and complexity of your
project we may require your vehicle
for more than one day.

For the design aspect of your vehicle, any existing branding
such as logos, word marks, imagery, taglines, contact info
and colours should be sent to us to ensure that any concepts
created can match your existing visuals.

We’d love to begin working with you
Lets get in touch
Unit 2/5 Jones Street O’Connor
designandapply.com.au
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sales@designandapply.com.au
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FULL WRAP

SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS

TRUCK SIGNAGE

EMERGENCY RESPONSE VEHICLE

0NE WAY VISION

SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS
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PARTIAL WRAP

SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS

MINE SPEC EQUIPMENT

PARTIAL WRAP

SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS

PARTIAL WRAP
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SPOT PLUS GRAPHICS

SPOT GRAPHICS

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

PARTIAL WRAP
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